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Abstract 
A software module may be described precisely and completely by a set of related documents: 
interface specification of the module providing a “black-box” description of its behavior, 
internal design of the module containing its “clear-box” description, and the code itself. 
A special formalism is needed in each of these documents. We use the trace assertion method for 
specification of module interfaces, and LD-relations to specify behavior of individual programs 
within a module. 
The main purpose of our research was to formulate rules and clarify issues relating to the 
internal design of modules specified using the trace assertion method. Our interests emerged 
from participation in a broader project aimed at implementation of an integrated set of 
syntax-driven editors supporting the system documentation process. Many practical problems 
of the documentation methodology involved were recognized, and solutions were proposed and 
verified. In this paper we summarize our experience. Appendices contain the complete set of 
documents for sample modules. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Software engineering; Computer system documentation; Formal methods; Internal 
design; Trace assertion method 
1. Introduction 
Formal specification techniques are increasingly being recognized as essential 
means for the development of reliable software. Numerous projects have demon- 
strated that formal methods can be successfully applied in practice (see e.g. [4]). 
However, we are still a long way from their systematic use in commercial applications. 
What is needed is an overall software methodology which would integrate methods of 
software engineering generally accepted by practitioners with formal specification 
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techniques advocated by theoreticians. What is further needed is a set of integrated 
tools to support the systematic development of software from specifications to code. 
The foundations for such a methodology were laid nearly 20 years ago [16]. 
According to criteria enunciated in the early 1970s and now widely accepted, software 
should be hierarchically structured and consist of a set of information-hiding modules 
[15]. A module implements objects which can be manipulated from outside the 
module by means of its access-programs. The description of each module consists of 
three documents. A module interface specijication provides a “black-box” view of the 
module. A module internal design is prepared for every implementation of the module 
interface specification. It presents the module’s internal data structures and the effect 
of its access-programs on the state of that structure, i.e., it provides a “clear-box” 
description. The third document is the code of the module. In a multi-module project 
an additional document is needed, a project guide, which gathers data concerning all 
modules within the project. All documents hould be precise, complete, and consis- 
tent. They constitute a series of specifications tarting at a general evel and successive- 
ly introducing more details. They should be formal enough that each specification can 
be verified to ensure it meets the requirements of its predecessor. The whole documen- 
tation and specification process should be embedded within a sound and practically 
verified software engineering framework. 
The purpose of the project undertaken by the Universite du Quebec a Hull and 
Warsaw University was to implement an integrated set of syntax-driven editors 
supporting this methodology. We chose the trace assertion method (in short: TAM) 
[l, 10, 19, 231 as the formalism for specifying module interfaces. Since its very first 
application in the A-7E Project [2], TAM has undergone many modifications, aiming 
at laying sound mathematical foundations, improving notation, and making it more 
practically-oriented, in particular, suitable for multi-module projects. A formal de- 
scription of TAM can be found in [8]. 
In this paper we focus on writing internal design documents which conform to 
TAM interface specifications. An internal design introduces module data structures 
used for implementation of abstract values defined by the interface specification [l 11. 
The abstraction function maps concrete states of these data structures into abstract 
states of the module’s objects. LD-relations [18] are used to specify behavior of the 
module’s access-programs. Different forms of sharing the data structure between the 
module and its clients give rise to the classification of module internal designs as 
centralized, decentralized, or mixed. Rules for dealing with multi-module projects are 
formulated. The exact form of internal design documents is proposed and explained 
through examples. A simplified form of program functions (as compared to [9]) is 
presented. Finally, certain programming conventions are discussed which make it 
possible to design a module implementation without knowledge of implementations 
of other modules used. 
In Section 2 we explain the main concepts of TAM and characterize the structure of 
module interface specifications. Section 3 presents the structure and semantics 
of a module internal design document. Problems involved in the transformation of 
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a module internal design into code are considered in Section 4. In Section 5 we discuss 
related work on formal specifications of software and compare it with our approach. 
Conclusions are formulated in Section 6. Appendix C contains the complete set of 
documents for sample modules. 
2. The module interface specification using TAM 
2. I. Main concepts of the trace assertion method 
According to the information hiding principle, software systems are decomposed 
into modules. The interface to a module is an abstraction that is defined without any 
reference to the hidden decisions such as the choice of data structure or algorithms. 
TAM is a formal method for a “black-box” specification of module interfaces. 
A module implements one or more objects. Objects within a module are homogeneous 
and independent. An object may change its state only as a result of an event and may 
produce outputs in response to it. The only events considered in this study are 
invocations of the module’s access-programs. A finite sequence of such invocations is 
called a trace and corresponds to the current state of the object. We write traces as: 
El. O1.. . . . E, . O,, where Ei is an event and Oi is the output produced in response to it. 
A trace isfeasible if for each i, i E { 1,. . . , n], Oi might be observed as a response to Et after 
history El. O1 . . . . . Ei- 1 . Oi_ 1. The empty sequence is called the empty trace and is 
denoted by “_“. It corresponds to an object which has not been affected by any event. 
Two traces are observationally equivalent if the object’s behaviors after these traces 
are the same. More formally, on the set of all feasible traces we define an equivalence 
relation such that Yfl & T2 if TI and T2 are traces of the same object, and for each trace 
S, traces TI . S and T2. S are either both feasible or both unfeasible. It is reasonable to 
reduce the state space by considering only representatives of the equivalence classes of 
this relation; these representatives are called canonical traces. From the definition of 
the equivalence relation, g, it follows that the description of the object’s behavior 
after canonical trace T also specifies the object’s behavior after each trace from the 
equivalence class of T. 
The state changes of an object are described by the extension function, ef, mapping 
from single event extensions of canonical traces to the equivalent canonical traces. 
More formally, if ef(Tc, E, 0) = Sc, where TC and Sc are canonical traces, E is an 
event, and 0 is the output produced in response to it, then we know that Tc. E. 0 is 
observationally equivalent o Sc. Outputs produced by an object are described by the 
output relation, out; (Tc, E, 0) E out iff 0 can be produced in response to E after trace 
Tc. Knowing the canonical predicate, the extension function and the output relation, 
we may conclude which traces are feasible. To define the feasibility of traces formally, 
we introduce the reduction function, r, that maps the set of feasible traces onto the set 
of canonical traces. The parallel induction defines r and the predicate feasible: 
- feasible (_) 
- r(-) = _ 
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- feasible( T . E . 0) 0 feasible(T) A (r(T), E, 0) E out 
- r(T.E.0) = ef(r(T),E,O) 
The complete “black-box” description of a module in TAM (i.e., its truce specifica- 
tion) is given by the following: 
l the list of access-programs with a description of arguments and outputs produced 
by each access-program, 
l a definition of the characteristic predicate of the set of canonical traces, 
l a definition of the extension function, 
l a definition of the output relation. 
Developing a trace specification, a specifier should first try to recognize classes of 
observationally equivalent races and then choose canonical representatives of these 
classes. The next step is the definition of the extension function and the output relation; 
in a consistent trace specification efand oat express the underlying equivalence relation. 
2.2. Structure of module interface speci$cations 
The syntax of trace specifications presented in this paper is that from FUN-SPEC 
_ the syntax-driven editor for module interface specifications [7]. We often use 
a tabular notation to improve the readability of definitions of functions and relations. 
Examples of complete specifications can be found in Appendix C. 
A module interface specification consists of five sections: characteristics, syntax, 
canonical traces, equivalences and return values. 
The Characteristics Section states the name of the module (the type being specified, 
called the domestic type) and its overall features: whether it is single or multi-object, 
deterministic or non-deterministic, parameterized or non-parameterized. Single-object 
modules correspond to global data structures of the software project. It is reasonable 
to distinguish such modules for efficiency reasons - global data structures need not be 
passed as arguments of access-programs. Non-determinism is used to describe “don’t 
care” situations in which the specifier does not determine the object’s behavior 
completely, i.e., several behaviors are equally acceptable. More formally, a module is 
deterministic it for a fixed sequence of events there is a unique corresponding output 
sequence, i.e., the output relation is a function. A specification may be parameterized; 
the permitted forms of parameters are a type or a value of a type. The Characteristics 
Section also lists foreign types used in the module. Names of domestic and foreign 
types are written in angle brackets (to distinguish abstract types defined in interface 
specification documents from concrete types defined at the internal design level). 
Certain types, like (int), (real), (bool), (char), and (string), are supposed to be 
known, and we call them built-in (abstract) types. We use the orthodox notation for 
their literals and operators. They do not have to be mentioned in the foreign type list. 
Example. Characteristics ection; this module does not use not built-in abstract ypes. 
l type specified: (point) 
l features: multi-object, deterministic, non-parameterized 
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The Syntax Section contains the syntax table which lists the module’s access- 
programs and for each program describes its arguments and the returned value (if 
any). Each argument is described by its position in the argument list, its type and 
a descriptor which denotes its input-output characteristics. The descriptor is a combi- 
nation of letters “V” and “0” (or “R”). Their meaning is as follows: 
l “V” - the value of the argument may be used by the program, 
l “0” - the value of the argument may be changed by the program (if “R” is used in 
place of “O”, then the new value may be non-deterministic), 
In the case of a single-object module, the object of this module could be omitted in 
access-program invocations.’ In order to maintain a uniform notation for both kinds 
of modules, we write this object explicitly as the first argument. 
Example. Syntax section 
Program name Arg #1 Arg #2 Arg #3 Value type 
SETPOINT 
EQUAL 
GETX 
GETY 
(point) : 0 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(bool) 
(real) 
(real) 
The Canonical Trace Section defines the predicate canonical, whose domain is the 
set of syntactically correct traces. This section may also include definitions of auxiliary 
functions, which are introduced to simply expressions used in specifications. 
Example. Canonical trace section. The wild card symbol * is used throughout the 
specification to indicate the object being referred to by an invocation; the object’s 
identity is usually not important when we discuss the value of this object. 
canonical(T) o 3x, y : (real) [T = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS 
getx: (point) + (real) 
getx(p) $5 x where x, y: (real) [p = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
gety: (point) + (real) 
gety(p) g y where x, y: (real) [p = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
The Equivalences Section describes the legality of invocations and the extension 
function. For each access-program, the function legality defines legal invocations of 
this program (marked with the token %legal%),fatal invocations (marked with the 
token %fatal%), and characterizes possible illegal invocations, denoting them with 
1 This convention is used in [9, 191. 
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separate rror tokens (e.g., %not enough memory%, %no init%). Legal invocations 
correspond to correct uses of the module, they always terminate and return the 
specified values. In the case of fatal invocations, anything can happen, the invocation 
does not have to terminate and even if there is termination, the return values are 
arbitrary. Illegal invocations correspond to “soft” errors which are reported by 
warnings. Legality depends only on the actual arguments of the invocation (note that 
the module’s object is one of them) and not on the output values. 
The legality function can be used to specify systems with various fault-tolerance and 
reliability characteristics. A fault-tolerant system may be modeled as providing three 
kinds of operations: ordinary operations, fault operations and recovery operations 
(the examples of the last two are Decay and Repair actions described in [3]). 
The extension function defines new states of domestic arguments. Its domain is 
constrained to legal invocations accompanied with feasible outputs. The new state of 
each domestic argument of each access-program is given in a separate quation. It is 
assumed that illegal invocations do not change the states of domestic objects. 
Example. Equivalence section. The extension function, ef, is written in infix notation 
with the symbol “3” denoting this function; the argument being defined is tagged 
with “ L”, hence the notation “SETPOINT(n L ,x, y) 3 Q” means: “If we extended the 
canonical trace of the object named n by the event SETPOINT(n, x, y), then Q will be 
the resulting new canonical trace”; since, in this example, the empty trace is not 
canonical, we also specify a canonical trace equivalent o the empty trace; 
_ 3 SETPOINT( *, 0,O) 
legality(SETPOINT(n, x, y)) = %legal% 
SETPOINT(n L , x, y) z+ SETPOINT( *, x, y) 
legality(EQUAL(T, U)) = %legal% 
legality(GETX( T)) = %legal% 
legality(GETY(T)) = %legal% 
The Return Value Section contains the output relation, which defines, for each 
invocation, new values of output arguments of foreign types. The domain of this 
relation is limited to legal invocations. It is assumed that if an invocation is illegal, 
then values of its output arguments are arbitrary. 
Example. Return value section. The table below describes the relation out for three 
access-programs, The symbol “ L * is used to denote the value returned by an invocation. 
Invocation Value 
EQUAL( T, U) \ 
GETX(T) L 
GETY(T) I 
T=U 
@x(T) 
WY(T) 
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2.3. Dependencies between modules at the interface speci$cation level 
A software project usually involves many modules which are interdependent. It is 
convenient o keep a list of all abstract ypes defined within the project in one place. 
The Project Guide serves this purpose. Only modules listed in the Project Guide can 
be used in interface specifications in this project. The referenced foreign type modules 
are included in the foreign type list of the domestic module. This gives access to all 
definitions from the interface specification of a given foreign module, in particular to 
its access-programs, canonical traces, and possible auxiliary functions. It is important 
that the internal design of a foreign module not be available, since it constitutes the 
module’s secret. 
Two kinds of module dependencies may be recognized. First, a module may 
construct its objects from another module’s objects. In this case, foreign type values 
are used in the description of the state of domestic type objects, i.e. are included in the 
canonical traces of the domestic module. These foreign values or corresponding 
objects are arguments of the module’s access-programs. 
Example. A point is represented by two real numbers; a vector, by two points; and 
a broken line, by an ordered sequence of points. Let us assume that we have the 
following access-programs: 
SETPOINT((point):O, (real):V, (real):V) in the module (point), 
SETVECTOR((vector):O, (point):V, (point):V) in the module (vector), 
ADDPOINT( (bline):VO, (point):V) in the module (bline). 
The following conditions define canonical traces in the modules (point), (vector), 
and (bline), respectively:’ 
canonicaZ( T) o 3x, y: (real) [T = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
canonical(T) o 3p, q: (point) [T = SETVECTOR( *, p, q)] 
canonical(T) o 3p, . . . pn: (point) [T = [ADDPOINT( *, pJ]l= 1] 
Note that the module (point) constructs points from the objects of the built-in type 
(real), and the modules (vector) and (bline) construct heir objects from the objects 
of the user-defined type (point). 
We deal with the second kind of module dependency when access-programs change 
the states of foreign type objects or use foreign type objects to modify the state of 
domestic type objects. 
z[S]l=, denotes a portion 2 of a trace, obtained as follows: Let S, denote the string S in which all 
occurrencesofihavebeenreplacedbya;Z=_ifmzn,Z=S,.S,+,.....S,ifm~n. 
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Example. Let us assume that the following access-programs belong to the interface of 
the module (point): 
MOVEX( ( point): VO, (real) :V) moves a given point along an x axis by a given 
(real) value, 
GETX( ( point):V): (real) returns the x coordinate of a given point. 
The following equality, given in the Equivalence Section, defines the state change of an 
object of the domestic type (point): 
MOVEX(p L , x) s- SETPOINT( *, px + x, py) where px, py: (real) [p = SET- 
POINT(*, PX, PY)I 
and the next equality, given in the Return Value Section, defines the state change of an 
object of the foreign type (real): 
GETX( p) L = px where px, py : (real) [p = SETPOINT( *, px, py)] 
Finally, it should be noted that if a foreign type is defined in a single-object module, 
then only one formal argument of that type may appear in the argument list of any 
access-program. 
A special notation is provided for disambiguating an overloaded name from 
a foreign module when the context does not suffice. The name of a foreign type 
followed by two colons may be used to prefix entities defined in the foreign module, 
e.g., in the module(vector), canonical traces from the module(point) may be 
referenced as: 
point: : SETPOINT( *, x, y). 
3. From an interface specification to an internal design 
3.1. Introduction 
A module internal design is a bridge between the module interface specification and 
its implementation. It gives a “clear-box” view of the module by describing its 
implementation in terms of a data structure that may include objects implemented by 
other modules. This data structure is considered to be the module’s secret. The 
internal design provides a mapping from concrete states of the module’s internal data 
structure to abstract states of objects (recognized at the interface specification level as 
canonical traces). This mapping is described by the abstractionfunction; the process of 
choosing new representations of abstract data types is called the data reijication 
C6, 111. 
The semantics of the module’s access-programs i  defined by describing their effect 
on the state of the module data structure. This effect is expressed by an LD-relation 
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[IS] which consists of a relation and a set. The relation describes a mapping between 
the starting and final states of the program. The set (called a competence set) is 
a collection of starting states for which termination is guaranteed (the set may be 
omitted if it is equal to the set of all starting states). 
An internal design of a module is consistent with its interface specification if the 
abstract states used in both documents are the same and the abstraction function and 
the LD-relations are consistent with the output relation and the extension function in 
the sense that the following diagram commutes [17]:3 
extension function for event E 
abstraction 
function 
abstraction 
function 
ds, LD-relation for event E 
The consistency of both documents hould be verified formally by discharging a set 
of underlying proof obligations [l 11. Commutation of the above diagram is one of 
them. Another obligation states that all values of actual arguments for which the 
invocation of a particular access-program is non-fatal should belong to be compet- 
ence set of the corresponding LD-relation. The remaining proof obligations 
are introduced gradually in Section 3.3. The complete set of obligations for our 
sample point module and one of its implementations i  given in Appendix D. Such 
a set can be generated automatically by the syntax driven editor for module internal 
designs. 
3.2. Classijcation of internal designs 
TAM distinguishes between single-object and multi-object modules. The rationale 
for this distinction is that single-object modules are used quite often, and since the 
identity of the sole object in such a module is known, a user should not be obliged to 
explicitly mention the object’s name. This distinction is even more justified in the 
module internal design document. The data structure of a single-object module 
belongs physically to this module (i.e. the corresponding variables are declared inside 
the module) while the data structure of a multi-object module is usually distributed 
over client programs. Different forms of sharing the data structure between a module 
and its clients, and different moments of creation of an object give rise to the following 
classification of module internal designs: 
3dsl and ds, denote states of the data structure, and T1 and Tz denote canonical traces. 
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_ centralized internal design: there is a possibly limited number of objects and the 
data structure of all of them belongs to the module; all objects are created by the 
module before any invocation of its access-programs, 
_ decentralized internal design: there exists a separate copy of the data structure for 
each object and this copy belongs to the client program which created a given 
object; objects are created by the client when required, 
- mixed internal design: the data structure of objects is shared between the module 
and its clients; objects are created by the client when required. 
The internal design of a single-object module is always centralized. 
Example. (Centralized design) Module implements a limited number of stack objects. 
In order to reduce memory requirements, tacks are kept inside a single global array. 
Example. (Decentralized design) Module implements tacks. A client creates a stack 
by declaring it inside the client program. The whole object’s data structure belongs to 
the client program. 
Example. (Mixed design) Module implements objects which are “technical reports”. 
Certain reports are consulted more often, and the designer of the module decides to 
keep the ten most accessed reports inside the module in uncompressed form. Other 
reports are kept in client programs in compressed form. 
Note that objects with shared data structures may still be treated as independent 
since modifications carried out on a particular object do not change the abstract 
values of other objects. 
In the text to follow we denote by cds the type of that part of an object’s data structure 
which belongs to a client program and by mds the type of the module’s data structure. In 
general, the data structure managed by the module has the type cds x md~.~ 
The data structure of type mds is declared inside the module and is global for the 
module’s access-programs. The type cds is exported from the module, so the clients of 
the module may declare variables of type cds and deliver them as arguments of the 
module’s access-programs. Classes of internal design are characterized by the follow- 
ing conditions: 
(a) centralized: 
- single-object: cds = 0, mds # 0 (this is a special case of a multi-object mod- 
ule-there is no export from the module, and access-programs do not have 
domestic type arguments) 
- multi-object: cds # 0, mds # 0 
(b) decentralized: cds # 8, mds = 8 
(c) mixed: cds # 0, mds # 0 
4 If one of these types is not used, the Cartesian product is reduced to a single set. 
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It can be seen that from the syntactical point of view centralized and mixed designs 
constitute one class. However, in the centralized design, cds is used solely to reference 
objects which belong to the module data structure, whereas in the mixed design cds 
corresponds to a part of the object. 
Examples of multi-object modules designed according to the centralized approach 
can be found in [9]. Decentralized and centralized designs of a multi-object module 
are presented in Appendix C. All classes are demonstrated by the short examples given 
at the end of Section 3.3.3. 
3.3. Structure of internal design documents 
The syntax presented in this paper is that used in FUN-INT - the syntax-driven 
editor for module internal designs. A programming language chosen for a module 
implementation is specified in the Project Guide (Pascal in our case). The dependence 
of an internal design document on the implementation language is limited to the 
syntax and semantics of declarations and expressions. 
In an internal design document, the specifier deals with abstract types (sets of 
canonical traces) and concrete types (defined in the implementation language). To 
distinguish between the two, we write names of abstract types within angle brackets 
and names of concrete types without brackets. Generally, the language of internal 
design documents is the following: 
(a) definitions and declarations are written in the implementation language; names 
of abstracts types are accepted as type identifiers (cf. Section 3.3.1); 
(b) expressions are composed from trace expressions, implementation language 
expressions, predicate logic, and operators for variable decorations (cf. 
Section 3.5). 
An internal design document contains four sections (examples are given in Appen- 
dix C). The Characteristics Section states the name of an implemented abstract type 
and the classification of the internal design. This section also lists foreign types used in 
the module: this includes the foreign types from the module interface specification. 
Other sections are Data Structure Section, Abstraction Function Section, and Program 
Function Section. 
3.3.1. Data structure section 
The Data Structure Section describes data structures used to implement the 
domestic abstract type. The information is structured into a few subsections (any of 
them may be omitted, if empty). 
The Data Declaration Section contains constant definitions, type definitions, and 
variable declarations. The exported data type (cds) is marked with the keyword 
EXPORTED. Types of all locally declared data structures constitute mds. If the 
module uses foreign type objects implemented in single-object modules, they should 
be declared as EXTERN variables (an example is given in Section 3.6). Such variables 
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belong neither to cds, nor to mds, but constitute global data structures of the project. 
Each module may declare: 
(a) at most one exported type, 
(b) at most one external variable of a given single-object ype. 
The Data Initial Value Section defines predicates describing initial values of the data 
structure: 
init-mds : mds -+ boolean 
init-cds : cds + boolean 
The predicate initmds constrains the initial value of the module data structure, and 
the predicate init_cds constrains the initial value of the client data structure. The 
implementation-equivalent of init_mds is the module’s initialization procedure. This 
has to be executed before any invocation of the module’s access-program. The 
implementation-equivalent of init-cds is an object’s initialization procedure. It has to 
be executed for each object before any invocation of the module’s access-program 
involving this object (cf. also Section 3.4). 
The Data Constraint Section defines the predicate “well formed data structure”, 
wfds, constraining the set of values of the data structure: 
wfds : cds x mds + boolean 
The predicate wfds defines those values of the data structure used to implement he 
abstract type which are valid representations of the abstract values being imple- 
mented. It constitutes the representation i variant. To verify that the internal design is 
consistent, it has to be proven that this invariant holds (i.e., wfds constitutes a proof 
obligation for a given internal design, c.f. Appendix D). To establish this, it suffices to 
show that: 
(a) it holds for cds and mds which satisfy, respectively, init-cds and init-mds (i.e., for 
initial values of the data structure), 
(b) if it holds for values of the data structure before an invocation of the module’s 
access program, it also holds for values of the data structure after the invocation. 
From the above condition it follows that the implementor of an access-program is
entitled to assume that wfds holds on entry and is only responsible for a program’s 
behavior if it does. The domain of wfds consists of cds and mds, thus it is possible to 
express their interdependence. 
The Auxiliary Function Section contains definitions of auxiliary functions. 
3.3.2. Abstraction function section 
The Abstraction Function Section defines an abstraction function, aj 
af: cds x mds -+ (abstract type) 
The abstraction function maps each value of type cds x mds satisfying wfds to 
a value of the abstract ype (i.e., to a canonical trace). Abstraction functions are often 
many to one. Definition of af may be recursive. 
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The abstraction function should map initial values of the data structure to the 
empty trace, if the empty trace is canonical, or to the canonical trace equivalent o the 
empty trace, otherwise. This condition constitutes another proof obligation (cf. 
Appendix D). 
3.3.3. Program function section 
The Program Function Section contains a set of LD-relations, one LD-relation for 
each access-program. These LD-relations, called program functions or parameterized 
program functions, describe modifications of a module data structure resulting from 
access-program invocations and possible return values of these invocations. 
Program functions (in short: pf) were introduced by Mills [ 141 and others and are 
used in many formal methods for the description of program behavior. The more 
general concepts of parameterized program functions (in short: ppf) and schemata of 
parameterized program functions (in short: sppf) are introduced in [9]. A detailed 
algorithm for obtaining the domains and ranges of these three classes of functions is 
given there and illustrated with examples. These signatures, though mathematically 
sound, are difficult to handle in practice and hard to deal with for users with less 
mathematical background. We propose to use a simplified version. In this section we 
describe in general terms program functions as given in [9] and illustrate our 
approach by examples. The details of our approach are given in Appendix A. 
The actual domain of a pfis a set of tuples containing one element for every variable 
in the machine. In practice, however, each program uses and affects only a very small 
part of that data structure. Consequently, for practical purposes, we write the pfas if 
the domain contained only a relatively small number of variables which we consider 
relevant o the behavior of the specific program being described. For an invocation of 
a program with arguments, the data state used in the pfdescription includes the local 
data structure plus additional data elements indicated by the actual arguments. The 
program’s behavior is described by an LD-relation on this extended data structure. 
The resulting ppfis defined by an expression in which the formal argument names may 
be used as if those arguments were part of the data structure used by the program. The 
actual pf for the invocation is obtained by substituting the actual argument for the 
formal argument in the ppfdescription. 
If the identities of the actual arguments can change the program’s behavior (e.g., if 
aliasing could cause changes in the effect of the program), this simple substitution 
scheme does not suffice and a sppfis used. The arguments to this sppfare the names of 
those variables whose names matter. The actual ppf is obtained by substituting the 
actual names for the formal arguments in the sppf description. 
We propose a slightly modified approach. The main idea is to flatten this composi- 
tion of functions by merging a sppfwith a ppf: The resulting function will still be called 
a PP~: 
The signatures of ppfi are constructed according to rules defined in Appendix A. 
The signatures are not given explicitly in the Program Function Section but they may 
be easily derived from the syntax table which is copied to the internal design 
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document from the interface specification (the internal design document should 
contain all information needed by the module implementor to write the code). For 
each access-program, this table determines the domain and the range of its ppf: The 
formal argument list corresponding to the ppfdomain is used by the implementor to 
write the access-program header in the code. 
In the example below illustrating the definition of ppfi, we use the following 
conventions: 
- if x is a variable, then x primed on the left (‘x) denotes the value of x before the 
invocation and x primed on the right (x’) denotes the values of x after the 
invocation; 
- the macro NC(x) (not changed) specifies that x is not changed by the invocation: 
NC(x) g ‘x = x’; 
- the symbol ++ represents an LD-relation. 
Example. Let the access-program SETPOINT( (point) : 0, (real):V, (real) :V) be- 
long to the module (point). 
1. Centralized internal design. Single-object module implementing a point. 
type point = record x,y: real end; 
var origin: point; 
cds = 8, mds = point 
ppf_SETPOINT: real x real + (point ++ point) 
ppf_SETPOINT(nx, ny) g (origin’. x = ‘nx) A (origin’. y = ‘ny) 
2. Centralized internal design. Multi-object module implementing MAX points. 
EXPORTED type point = 1.. MAX; 
type point-e1 = record x,y: real; reserved: boolean end; 
all-points = array [point] of point-el; 
var points: all-points; 
cds = point, mds = all-points 
ppf_SETPOINT: &point x real x real + (point x all-points c* point x all-points) 
ppf-SETPOINT(id, nx, ny) g (points'['id] .x = ‘nx) A (points’[‘id] . y = ‘ny) 
A Vi:(int)(l < i < MAX) [i # ‘id * NC(points[i])] A NC(id) 
3. Decentralized internal design. Multi-object module implementing a point. 
EXPORTED type point = record x,y: real end; 
cds = point, mds = 8 
ppf_SETPOINT: &point x real x real + (point f-) point) 
ppf_SETPOINT( p, nx, ny) 1 (p’ . x = ‘nx) A (p’ . y = ‘ny) 
The definition of ppf for the program P starts with a description of its domain 
ppf_P_domain. This description is of the following form: 
ppf_P_domain(ds,. . .) = wfds(ds) A cond(ds,. . .) 
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The condition cond should guarantee that any access-program invocation is not 
fatal (cf. proof obligations in Appendix D). It defines the competence set of LD- 
relation for the program P. If ppf_P_domain = wfds then the description of 
ppf_P_domain can be omitted in the definition of ppf_P (cf. Appendix C). 
3.4. Obtaining and releasing objects 
In TAM, when we start to deal with an object, it is already in a state equivalent o 
an empty trace. However, at the implementation level an object may have to be 
“created” first. Another problem occurs in a module delivering a bounded number of 
objects - they must be dynamically reserved and released. Therefore, such modules 
have to deliver routines implementing these actions: 
ppf_RESERVE: &cds + (mds c* cds x mds x boolean) 
ppf_RELEASE: cds + (mds ++ mds) 
RESERVE returns true if the reservation succeeds and false otherwise. It should be 
called every time a client needs a new object of the given type. The new value of cds 
identifies the assigned object. The object initialization may be done by the same 
routine. It seems reasonable to assume that the returned boolean value is determinis- 
tic. RELEASE can be called to return an object to the pool of available objects. The 
predicate wfds is the postcondition for successful invocations of RESERVE and the 
precondition for invocations of RELEASE. 
It should be noted that the details of the described actions are implementation- 
dependent. However, according to the information hiding principle, clients of the 
module should not be aware of implementation details. This means that the module 
interface should either deliver the access-programs RESERVE and RELEASE or be 
implementation biased (i.e., restrict future implementations). The less implementation- 
dependent may sometimes imply extra overhead for calling empty routines (cf. also 
Section 4). 
3.5. Expressions 
Expressions in an internal design are built from operators applied to values. The 
allowed operators are: 
(a) built-in specification language (e.g. A, v ,l); 
(b) operators of abstract types (e.g. SETPOINT, EQUAL); 
(c) implementation language operators (e.g. +, -, mod, div from Pascal). 
Values of the following types are allowed: 
(a) domestic abstract type (only in the definition of the abstraction function) e.g. 
(point) in the internal design document for (point)); 
(b) built-in abstract types ((int), (real), (bool), (char), (string)); 
(c) foreign abstract types from the foreign type list (e.g. (point) in the internal 
design document for (vector)); 
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(d) implementation language built-in types (e.g.shortInt, real, boolean from Pascal); 
(e) any types obtained from (b, c, d, e) by application of type constructors of the 
implementation language. 
The rules for interpretation and evaluation of expressions are described in Appen- 
dix B. 
3.6. Dependencies between modules at the internal design level 
At the internal design level, dependencies between modules are introduced by use of 
foreign types in the internal design document. They may be dependencies inherited 
from the interface specification level or dependencies introduced at the internal design 
level. Thus the foreign type list in the module interface specification is a sublist of the 
foreign type list in the internal design document. 
Two kinds of inherited dependencies (cf. Section 2.3) are expressed as follows: 
(a) if a foreign type object is used to construct domestic objects, then its type 
usually becomes a component of cds or mds, e.g., the cds in the decentralized 
design of the module (vector) may be defined as: 
type vector = record p,q: (point) end; 
(b) if a foreign type object is used to modify domestic or foreign objects, then 
arguments of that type are used in the definition of the pf For example, in the 
decentralized internal design of the module (point), the program functions for 
MOVEX and GETX may be defined in the following way: 
ppf_MOVEX(p, x) g p' . x = 'p . x + ‘x A NC(p . y) 
ppf_GETX(p) f! L = ‘p. x A NC(p) 
The dependency introduced at the internal design level is expressed by using 
a foreign type in the definition of cds or mds. This kind of dependency is the secret of 
the module. An example is given at the end of this section. 
If a foreign type has been defined by a single-object module, then: 
(a) if it is the type of an argument of an access-program, it belongs to the domain of 
the ppfcorresponding to this access-program (however, it will not appear in the 
argument list at the implementation level); 
(b) if it is used in the definition of mds (EXTERN declaration), its declaration will 
not appear in the code, since the sole object of the single-object module is 
hidden inside this module. 
Example. Let us assume that we want to use a stack of real numbers to implement 
a stack of points and that both, (real-stack) and (point-stack) are single-object 
modules. The use of the stack of real numbers is the secret of the module 
(point-stack). In the definition of the module data structure of (point-stack) we 
declare stack as an external object of the (abstract!) type (real-stack): 
EXTERN var stack: (real-stack); 
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A program function for an access-program PUSH-POINT, pushing a point onto 
a stack of points, would be defined like this: 
p&PUSH-POINT(p) g stack’ 
=‘stack. PUSH_REAL( *,‘p. x). PUSH_REAL(*,‘p. y) 
It should be emphasized that only the interface specification of a foreign type 
module may be referenced in a domestic type module. However, the complete project 
documentation should provide an internal design for every module of the project. All 
the project internal designs should be listed in the Project Guide. 
4. From an internal design to implementation 
During the next step of software development, the module internal design is 
transformed into the code. A well-structured code should be composed of two 
parts: 
(1) a public part - this part is visible to the module’s clients. 
(2) a private part - this part contains secrets of the implementation and is not 
visible outside the module. 
Unfortunately, not all programming languages upport this approach and it is the 
responsibility of the designer/programmer to structure the code in a way that reflects 
as fully as possible the paradigm of the “black-box” design applied at the specification 
level. 
Generally, rules for transforming the module internal design into the code are 
straightforward: 
(1) Each access-program is implemented as a separate routine. 
(2) Each access-program argument (except arguments of types implemented in 
single-object modules) has its counterpart at the implementation level. The 
actual method for passing arguments to the program depends on the implemen- 
tation language, however the implementation should allow passing values 
through arguments with the descriptor “V” and functions to be functions. 
(3) Local definitions and declarations hould appear in the private part of the code. 
(4) The exported data type should be included in the public part (with its definition 
given in the private part). 
One of the flavors of TAM is its stipulated software engineering appeal which we 
want to preserve at the internal design and implementation levels. The interface 
specification written in TAM describes a “black-box” and is free of any implementa- 
tion language details. It should be the only document consulted by specifiers of 
other modules. The internal design is written for a particular implementation lan- 
guage but is only known to the module’s implementor. The code should be consistent 
with both higher level documents. For this rigorous approach to be possible, solutions 
should be found to certain “technical” problems which may evolve during the coding 
phase: 
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(1) The interface specification defines an access-program as a function returning 
a value of the domestic type. However, in the language chosen for implementa- 
tion, functions returning values of that particular type are forbidden. 
(2) The situation is even worse when an access-program is a function returning 
a value of a foreign type. The designer writing the internal design of this foreign 
module may not be aware of the existence of such a function. 
(3) Changing a concrete value of the domestic type object is permissible if the 
abstract value remains the same. This, however, may require passing arguments 
by reference, even if they have the descriptor “V”. 
(4) For efficiency reasons, implementation may prefer passing large data structures 
by reference despite the descriptor “V” in the interface specification. 
Any temptation to allow some deviations from an interface specification to improve 
the efficiency of he code should be resisted. For some of the problems mentioned it is 
possible to find solutions that respect he “black-box” paradigm. For others certain 
programming conventions should be accepted within the software project (for the 
chosen implementation language). These conventions may regulate such issues as 
construction and destruction of objects or usage of functions. 
5. Related work 
The choice of TAM as the formalism for specifying module interfaces has had 
a significant influence on our project and the underlying methodology for software 
design and documentation. Since there is a plethora of various specification formal- 
isms with underlying implementation strategies, this decision needs a justification. 
Each formal method has its own strengths and weaknesses. We start with a short 
characterization of the existing formalisms which will allow us to compare TAM with 
other methods. 
Three main approaches to formal specification of software modules may be distin- 
guished [22, 241: model-oriented, property-oriented (or algebraic), and trace-oriented. 
An (abstract) model-oriented specification of a module defines its operations in terms 
of a mathematical model built up from primitive data types such as sets, maps, and 
sequences. Such a model is referred to as abstract since the data structures used are 
usually not available in most programming languages. A property-oriented specifica- 
tion of a module characterizes its operations impEicitEy via statements (axioms) of their 
inter-relationships. The values and operations of abstract data objects are viewed as 
forming an abstract algebra. A trace-based specification views each data object 
implemented by a module as a (usually finite) state machine. An object is specified by 
the description of the visible properties of the underlying state machine. The state 
transition and output values are defined in terms of the input history, or traces, of the 
machine. 
The two most popular model-based specification approaches are VDM [ 1 l] and 
Z [20]. A VDM specification typically consists of a set of data type definitions and 
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a set of function and operation definitions upon these data types. Unlike algebraic 
specifications, VDM specifications have a notion of state. A state is described as some 
composite type. Operations can be defined in terms of their effects upon the state (i.e. 
they can have side effects). Functions cannot have side effects. Both functions and 
operations may be implicitly specified by giving pre- and post-conditions which 
stipulate criteria that are to hold before and after their execution. In VDM, the 
development process can be viewed as the production of successive layers of specifica- 
tions, where each layer adds some implementation bias to the previous layer. This 
development proceeds by data reification and by function/operation modeling. In 
data reification, a next state “closer” to the implementation is defined and the 
operations are redefined on this state. A retrieve function relates the new, more 
concrete specification to the more abstract specification. The retrieve function has to 
be adequate (every element of the abstract type must be represented by a certain 
element of the concrete type). Also, functions and operations in the concrete specifica- 
tion must be related to their counterparts in the abstract specification. The correctness 
of this process is verified by discharging the domain and result proof obligations. The 
former state the increase in definedness, whereas the latter - the decrease in non- 
determinism. 
Z is a specification language based on the concepts and notations of the first-order 
logic and set theory. The basic specification unit is called a schema. Some schemas 
define the data structures that form the module state, and some define the invariant 
relationship that is to be maintained as the module changes its state. Schemas are not 
modules in the sense of encapsulating data structures and operations. The data design 
in Z proceeds as in VDM: new schemas define concrete states representing certain 
abstract states. 
The Larch family of specification languages [S] is related to both model-oriented 
and algebraic specification. The specifications of the underlying abstractions, which 
define an algebra, are separated from the specifications of the state transformations in 
the actual programs. The abstractions are described in the Larch Shared Language 
(LSL). The state transformations are described in a target programming language. 
Larch interface languages have been designed for a variety of programming languages 
(e.g. C, C + +, Modula-3, Smalltalk). The specification of a procedure consists of 
a procedure header (declaring the types of its arguments and results) followed by: 
(a) the requires clause which states restrictions on the state at the time of a call, (b) the 
modijes clause which names the variables a procedure is allowed to change, and 
(c) the ensures clause which is a post-condition that the specified function establishes 
upon termination of the function invocation. To connect the two tiers in a Larch 
specification, there is a mapping from interface language types (including abstract 
types) to an LSL sort. 
It should be emphasized that Larch supports language-specific module interfaces. It
means, in particular, that an interface specification cannot be used to build abstract 
values of another module, which implies that it also cannot be used to write pre- and 
post-conditions of another interface specification. It also means that the same module 
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interface document is being delivered to the implementor of the given module 
and to the module’s clients. Since the data structure design is not part of the 
module interface, it is the module’s implementation which is verified against the LSL 
document. 
TAM is a trace-based specification method; it allows to make assertions based on 
the history of a module. The state of the module’s object is described by the canonical 
trace. Canonical traces correspond to abstract values of the module’s data structure. 
These abstract values are defined explicitly by the canonical predicate. They are built 
from simple and intuitively appealing primitives which are invocations of the mod- 
ule’s access-programs. The canonicity property constitutes an invariant of the mod- 
ule’s data structures. The object’s behavior is described as viewed by the external 
observer and is defined in terms of operations rather than data structures. The state of 
the object can only be modified/tested by access-program invocations. These invoca- 
tions have no side-effects (at the interface level). Global objects are implemented by 
single-object modules and must be mentioned explicitly on access-program’s argu- 
ment lists in the module interface specification. Arguments passed to access-programs 
are classified by combinations of V and 0 descriptors. These descriptors determine 
the number of equalities which define new values of access-program arguments (either 
domestic or foreign). 
Data reification [ 171 is generally carried out in the VDM-like style. The reified data 
structure is described in the target programming language. An abstraction function is 
defined explicitly and its range consists of canonical traces. Access-programs are 
modeled by program functions. Proof obligations correspond to VDM’s adequacy, 
domain and result obligations (with legality predicates corresponding to pre-condi- 
tions of access-program invocations). A module interface specification in TAM is 
programming-language independent, and this supports design of multi-language 
projects. At the internal design level, the programming language dependence islimited 
to the declaration of data structures. Program functions are defined as LD-relations in 
terms of the module’s data structure. Parameter passing details are decided at the 
implementation level and constitute the public part of the code. 
Our approach is in a certain sense similar to the two-tiered Larch approach. There 
are two levels of specification and different formalisms are used at each level. In Z and 
VDM only one formalism is involved and the number of layers is left to a designer’s 
choice. The key paradigm of our approach is the Parnas’ information hiding principle 
[15] as a basis for modularization. This principle states that each module should be 
characterized by a design decision that it hides from all others. It permits to have 
a design in which changes to the system can be isolated to changes in a single 
component. The principle is not fully supported in languages like Z and VDM 
although their recent different variations (like Z+ +, Object-Z, MooZ, OOZE, 
VDM++ [12]) try to accommodate object orientation. 
Similarly as Larch does, we separate the specification of an abstraction from the 
specification of data structure transformations in actual programs. The basic differ- 
ences between LSL and TAM are the concept of trace and the fact that TAM provides 
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a notation for abstract values by introducing the concept of canonical traces5 There 
are some important advantages of providing such a notation, both in module interface 
specifications and internal design documents: 
- the whole state space in each module is divided into equivalence classes which 
simplifies the completeness and consistency verification, and restricts possibilities of 
over-specification, 
- insisting on canonical representations keeps specifications free of implementation- 
bias, 
_ a reduction function can be defined which allows the animation of specifications 
PL 231, 
_ an abstraction function can be defined explicitly in module internal design docu- 
ments which allows formal verification of the reification process. 
Below we summarize other features of the adopted implementation strategy which 
we feel to be strengths of our approach: 
dealing with programming-oriented primitives makes specifications intuitively ap- 
pealing and sometimes directly executable, 
the approach is acceptable to engineers without a strong mathematical back- 
ground, 
it allows under-specification by usage of non-determinism, 
it encourages the use of tabular notation to present specifications in a readable 
form, 
it requires a formal specification of all functions and relations used (e.g. abstraction 
function). 
6. Conclusions 
The purpose of the project undertaken by the research groups from two universities 
has been to work out a methodology for systematic development of software from 
specifications to code and implement an integrated set of supporting tools. The 
project is based on the functional approach to computer system documentation [17]. 
This paper demonstrates how a formal integration of two different specification 
formalisms upporting the definition of module interfaces and module internal designs 
can be done. We believe that the overall methodology we present here is complete and 
“mature” enough to be put into practice. 
When developing a formal basis for the associated methodology we have clarified 
or proposed solutions to several issues including: 
_ classification of internal designs, 
- definition of the structure of internal design documents, 
- description of the language for internal design documents, 
’ VDM and Z do not support the concept of canonical values either. 
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- formulation of rules for evaluation of expressions, 
- formulation of proof obligations for the verification process, 
- designing a strategy for dealing with global objects, 
- introduction of the project guide to the documentation set, 
- designing a syntax-driven editor (FUN-INT) for internal design documents. 
The work on FUN-INT and other tools is still in progress. FUN-INT accepts 
a preliminary version of the internal design document produced by FUN-SPEC. 
FUN-INT can produce three views: a final version of the internal design document, 
a set of proof obligations, and a preliminary version of the code (with data declar- 
ations and program headers). We plan to integrate FUN-INT with software support- 
ing the Display Method [18]. The Display Method helps in documenting a single 
program. A prototype version of such a tool has been developed. The applicability of 
our approach has been verified on chosen modules form three tools developed by our 
teams. Further plans include incorporation of theorem prover [ 131 and specification 
animator [21]. 
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Appendix A. ppf signatures 
The appendix describes the rules for construction of ppf signatures in the most 
general case, i.e., a mixed internal design. In the case when cds = 8 or mds = 8, the 
corresponding elements disappear from the described tuples. Let us denote by &t the 
type used to address values of type t. 
The signature of a ppf is constructed as follows: 
(1) The domain of the ppf consists of tuples containing: 
- for each argument of type t, 
l one value of type t if the descriptor is “V”, 
l one value of type &t if the descriptor is “O”, “R”, “VO”, or “VR”. 
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(2) The range of the ppfis a set of pfi. Their signatures are as follows?’ 
_ the domain of each pfconsists of tuples containing: 
l one value of type t for every argument of the &of type &t, 
l one value of type mds, 
- the range of each pf consists of tuples containing: 
l one value of type t for every argument of the ppf of type &t, 
l one value of type mds, 
l one value of type t if the access-program is a Pascal-like function of type t. 
It should be emphasized that; 
(1) None of the addresses from the domain of a &which have been passed to the pf 
can be changed by the invocation (we may consider arguments of a ppfas passed 
by values). 
(2) If an argument of an access-program has a single descriptor “O”, the value of 
the argument before the invocation can be referenced by the corresponding pf: 
However this value must not induce any changes of abstract values. It may be 
used, e.g., to improve program efficiency. This means that at the implementation 
level, the descriptor “0” is equivalent o the combination of descriptors “VO” 
(and “R” is equivalent o “VR”). 
Note that in a single-object module, cds = 0 so the first argument of the access- 
program can be omitted in the domain of a ppf Similarly, mds can be omitted in the 
domain and range of a pf in decentralized internal designs. 
The competence set of the given program function is a subset of the Cartesian 
product of types composing the domain of its ppfand types composing the domain of 
its pf: 
We introduce the concept of an environment to establish the matching between the 
data structure modified by an access-program invocation and the mathematical 
variables used to define the pl: An environment maps variables to types and is defined 
as follows: 
_ if x is an argument of the ppfand x is of type t then (‘x,t) E enu, 
_ if x is an argument of the ppfand x is of domestic type t then (x’, t) E enu, 
_ if n is an argument of the ppfand n is of type &t, then (‘n, t) E em, (n’, t) E enu, and 
(an, &t) E erq7 
_ if the ppf is defined for a Pascal-like function of type t, then ( 1, t) E env, 
_ if the module data structure contains an object x of type t, then (‘x, t) E env and 
(x’, t) E enu. 
A similar environment is defined for the competence set. It contains those 
pairs from enu defined above which correspond to addresses and values before the 
invocation. 
6 In the case of dynamic structures the domain and range of the pfshould be extended by types of those 
variables which are made available by the delivered pointers. 
’ &n can only be used inside the definition of a pfto check aliasing. 
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It should be noted that objects from the module data structure are treated 
in a special way since mds belongs to the domain and range of a pf despite 
the combination of descriptors used to mark the corresponding arguments of the 
domestic type. This is justified because the module has unrestricted access to the 
module data structure. If a domestic type argument has the descriptor “V”, then its 
abstract value may be used but not modified. However, many concrete values could be 
used to implement he same abstract value. The invocation may change the concrete 
value of such an argument under the condition that its abstract value remains 
unchanged. 
Appendix B. Evaluation of expressions 
Expressions are interpreted and evaluated according to the rules defined 
below: 
(1) Operators of built-in abstract types are hidden by corresponding operators of 
built-in types of the implementation language. 
(2) Built-in specification language operators are overloaded by the corresponding 
implementation language operators. Signatures of the operators are deduced 
from the context, 
(3) Special rules apply to the equality operator. If the types of argument are 
constructed by application of implementation language type constructors, then 
the arguments are equal iff the corresponding components of these types are 
equal (this rule is applied recursively top-down until built-in types or abstract 
types are reached). For values of abstract types, equality is defined as the 
equality of traces. For values of implementation language built-in types, equal- 
ity is defined according to the rules of the implementation language. If one value 
is abstract and the other is concrete, then the abstract value must be of a built- 
in abstract type and it is converted to a value of the concrete built-in type 
according to (4). 
(4) The correspondence between built-in abstract types and implementation lan- 
guage built-in types is defined in the Project Guide. The corresponding abstrac- 
tion function should be bijective. It is assumed to be known in all internal design 
documents of the project and can be used implicitly for type conversion. If 
a value of an abstract type is expected where a value of a concrete type is 
delivered, then automatic conversion by means of uf takes place. Analogously, 
a value of an abstract ype is converted by uf- ’ to a value of a concrete type in 
places where a concrete value is expected. 
(5) The correspondence between abstract and concrete built-in types is also taken 
into account while checking the correctness of types composed from abstract 
components. 
(6) Constants of implementation built-in types hide constants of abstract built-in 
types. 
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Generally speaking, all occurrences of an abstract built-in type are treated as if the 
type name has been replaced by its definition in the implementation language. 
Example. For implementation language Turbo Pascal 7.0 and the correspondence 
defined as (int) g shortInt, (bool) g boolean, the following holds: 
shortInt operators (e.g. +, -, *) hide the corresponding operators form (int); 
type table = array[(bool)] of integer is a valid type definition; 
for a: longInt, b: (int), in a + b first b is converted to shortIn& then the 
expression a + b is evaluated according to rules defined in Pascal; 
for z: shortInt and an access-program PUSH in the module (stack), 
PUSH((stack):VO, (int):V), stack::PUSH(*,z) is an abstract value of type 
(stack). 
Appendix C. Example of module documentation8 
Project Guide 
Implementation language: Turbo Pascal 7.0 
Built-in types 
(bool) g boolean 
(real) g real 
Files 
Abstract type Interface specification Internal design Implementation 
(point) 
(vector) 
point. abs 
vector. abs 
point-l. int 
vector. int 
point. pas 
vector. pas 
Point module interface speciJication 
(0) Characteristics 
l type specified: (point) 
l features: multi-object, deterministic, non-parameterized 
(1) Syntax 
Access-programs 
s Pascal code for the point-2 module and the internal design and Pascal code for the vector module are 
not given for reasons of brevity. 
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Program name Arg #1 Arg #2 Arg #3 Value type 
SETPOINT 
EQUAL 
GETX 
GETY 
(point) : 0 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(bool) 
(real) 
(real) 
(2) Canonical traces 
canonical(T) o 3x, y : (real) [T = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
Auxiliary functions 
getx: (point) --) (real) 
getx(p) g x where x,y: (real) [p = SETPOINT(*,x,y)] 
gety: (point) + (real) 
gety(p) g y where x, y: (real) [p = SETPOINT( *, x, y)] 
(3) Equivalences 
_ 3 SETPOINT( *, 0,O) 
legality(SETPOINT(n, x, y)) = %legal% 
SETPOINT(n L , x, y) 3 SETPOINT( *, x, y) 
legality(EQUAL(T, U)) = %legal% 
legality(GETX( 7’)) = %legal% 
legality(GETY(T)) = %legal% 
(4) Return values 
Invocation Value 
EQUAL(T, U) I T=U 
GETX(T) L getx(T) 
GETY(T) I gety(T) 
Point-l internal design document 
(0) Characteristics 
l abstract type: (point) 
l features: multi-object, decentralized 
(1) Data Structure 
Declarations 
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EXPORTED type point = record 
x,y: real 
end; 
Initial values 
init_cds: point -+ boolean 
init_cds(p) gp.x=Or\p.y=O 
Constraints 
wfds: point + boolean 
wfds(p) g true 
(2) Abstraction function 
uf: point + (point) 
uf( p) 1 SETPOINT( *, p . x, p . y) 
(3) Program functions 
Program name Arg #1 Arg #2 Arg #3 Value type 
SETPOINT 
EQUAL 
GETX 
GETY 
(point) : 0 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(bool) 
(real) 
(real) 
ppf_SETPOINT(p, nx, ny) 1 (p' . x = ‘nx) A (p' . y = ‘ny) 
ppf_EQUAL(p, 4) g ( L = ((‘p. x = 'q . x) A (‘p . y = ‘4. y))) A NC(p, 4) 
ppf_GETX(p) g ( L = ‘p. x) A NC(p) 
ppf_GETY (p) g ( L = ‘p . y) A NC(p) 
ppJ_RESERVE( p) f!! (p’ . x = 0 A p’ . y = 0 A L = true) 
ppf_RELEASE( p) g NC(p) 
Pascal code for the point-l module 
unit points; 
interface 
type point = record 
x,y: real 
end; 
procedure point_SETPOINT (var p: point; nx, ny: real); 
function point-EQUAL (p: point; q: point) : boolean; 
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function point_GETX (p: point) : real; 
function point_GETY (p: point) : real; 
function point-RESERVE (var p: point) : boolean 
procedure point-RELEASE (p: point); 
implementation 
procedure point_SETPOINT (var p: point; nx, ny: real); 
begin p . x := nx; p . y := ny; end; 
function point-EQUAL (p: point; q: point) : boolean; 
begin point-EQUAL := (p. x = q. x) and (p. y = q. y); end; 
function point_GETX (p: point) : real; 
begin point_GETX := p . x; end; 
function point_GETY (p: point) : real; 
begin point_GETY := p . y; end; 
function point-RESERVE (var p: point) : boolean 
begin 
p.x:=o; p.y:=o; 
point-RESERVE := true; 
end; 
procedure point-RELEASE (p: point); 
begin {empty}; end; 
end. 
Point-2 internal design document 
(0) Characteristics 
l abstract type: (point) 
l features: multi-object, decentralized 
(1) Data structure 
Declarations 
EXPORTED type point = 1.. 10; 
type point-e1 = record 
x,y: real; 
reserved: boolean; 
end; 
type all-points = array[point] of point-el; 
var points: all-points; 
Initial values 
init-mds: all-points + boolean 
init_mds( p) !f Vi: point [p [i] . reserved = false] 
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Constraints 
wfds: point x all-points -+ boolean 
wfds(id, p) g p[id] . reserved = true 
(2) Abstraction function 
uf: point x all-points + (point) 
uf(id, p) g SETPOINT( *, p[id] . x, p [id] . y) 
(3) Program functions 
Program name Arg #1 Arg #2 Arg #3 Value type 
SETPOINT 
EQUAL 
GETX 
GETY 
(point) : 0 
(point) : V 
(point) : V 
(point} : V 
(real) : V 
(point) : V 
(real) : V 
(bool) 
(real) 
(real) 
ppf_SETPOINT(id, nx, ny) c (points’[‘id] . x = ‘nx) A (points’[‘id] . y = ‘ny) 
A vi: point [i # ‘id 3 NC(points[i])] 
A NC(points [‘id] . reserved, id) 
ppf_EQUAL(idl, id2) 2 ( L = (‘points [‘idl] . x = ‘points [‘id21 .x 
A (‘points[‘idl] . y = ‘points[‘id2]. y)) 
A NC(points, idl, id2) 
ppf_GETX(id) g ( \ = ‘points [‘id] . x) A NC(points, id) 
ppf_GETY (id) z ( L = ‘points [‘id] . y) A NC(points, id) 
ppf_RESERVE(id) ‘L 3 : point [‘points[i] . reserved = false * 
points’[i] . reserved = true A points’[i] . x = 0 
r\points’[i].y=OAid’=ir\ L =trueA 
VJ point[j # i = NC(points[j])]] 
v kfi: point [‘points [i] . reserved = true 
* NC(points) A L = false] 
ppf_RELEASE(id) dA points’[‘id] . reserved = false 
A kfi: point [i # ‘id * NC(points[i])] A NC(id) 
Vector module interface specijkation 
(0) Characteristics 
l type specified: (vector) 
l features: multi-object, deterministic, non-parameterized 
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l foreign types: (point) 
(1) Syntax 
Access-programs’ 
Program name Arg #1 Arg #2 Arg #3 Value type 
SETVECTOR 
EQUAL 
EQUIV 
PARTRANS 
(vector) : 0 (point) : V (point) : V 
(vector) : V (vector) : V (bool) 
(vector) : V (vector) : V (bool) 
(vector) : VO (point) :V 
(2) Canonical traces 
canonical(T) o 3x, y : (point) [T = SETVECTOR( *, x, y)] 
Auxiliary functions 
movep: (point) x (point) + (point) 
movep(p, q) dL SETPOINT(*,pl + ql,p2 + 42) 
where pl,p2,ql,q2: (real) [p = SETPOINT(*,pl,p2)/\q = SETPOINT(*,ql,q2)] 
(3) Equivalences 
_ 3 SETVECTOR( *, _, _) 
legality(SETVECTOR(n, pl, ~2)) = %legal% 
SETVECTOR(n L , pl, ~2) 3 SETVECTOR( *, pl, ~2) 
legality(EQUAL(u1, ~2)) = %legal% 
legality(EQUIV(u1, ~2)) = %legal% 
legality(PARTRANS((n, u), p)) = %legal% 
PARTRANS((n, u) \,p) ~SETVECTOR(*,mouep(pl,p),mouep(p2,p)) 
where u = SETVECTOR(*,pl,p2) 
(4) Return values 
Invocation Value 
EQUAL(u1, ~2) L 
EQUIV(u1, ~2) L 
ul =u2 
3~: ( point)PARTRANS(ul I, p) = 02 
’ PARTRANS performs parallel transfer of a vector. 
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Appendix D. Proof obligations for the point-l internal design document 
1. The abstraction function is well defined 
(la) Vp: point (wfds(p) * 3q: (point)q = uf(p)) 
(lb) Vq: (point) 3p: point (w&(p) A q = uf(p)) 
2. 
3. 
The abstraction function maps initial values of the data structure to the canoni- 
cal trace equivalent o the empty trace 
Vp: point (init_cds(p) * uf(p) = _) 
Program functions preserve the data structure constraint (wfds) 
@a) Vp: point (init_cds(p) * wfds(p)) 
(W V’p,p’: point (ppf_GETX_domain(‘p) r\ppf_GETX(p) => wfds(p’)) 
(analogously for the remaining program functions) 
4. Existence of the next state 
5. 
V’p: point (ppf_GETX_domain(‘p) =+ 3~‘: point (ppf_GETX(p))) 
(analogously for the remaining program functions) 
Diagram commutes 
6. 
V’p,p’: point (ppf_GETX-domain A ppj-GETX(p) * af(p’) = 
GETX(U~(‘~)))‘~ (analogously for the remaining program functions) 
Program functions preserve out 
7. 
V’p, p’: point, x: (real)(ppf_GETX_domain(‘p) A ppf_GETX(p) A L = x 
=s GETX(uf(‘p)) L = x) (analogously for GETY and EQUAL) 
All values of actual arguments for which the invocation of a particular access- 
program is non-fatal belong to the competence set of the corresponding LD-relation 
V’p: point (wfds(‘p) A legulity(GETX(uf(‘p))) # %fatal% 
3 ppf_GETX_domain(‘p)) (analogously for the remaining program functions) 
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